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Abstract—Recently, much progress has been
made on developing accurate machine translation
systems. However, because these systems focus on
translating word meanings, they don’t translate
names between languages as effectively, as name
transliteration depends on translating sound. To
address this gap, in this project, we focus on the
transliteration of English names into Chinese. We
propose many search-based approaches, as well
as sequence-to-sequence deep learning models.
We find that search-based methods outperform
deep learning ones, likely due to the relatively
small number of English names with standard
Chinese translations in the accessible dataset.
Despite determining that incorporating syllable
length heuristics and phonetic information into
the search improves performance significantly, we
are unable to generate native-speaker level translations. We hope this work provides a good starting
point for more future work in the area of machine
transliteration.

Erasmo → āi lā sī mò
Julia → zhū lì yà
Roy → luō yī
Archana → ā qí nà
Matthew → mǎ xiū

In many ways, this task is thus more similar to
machine transliteration than machine translation.
Transliteration tasks are most often solved with
grapheme to phoneme (g2p) systems. These systems
take in written text (i.e. graphemes) and output some
representation of their pronunciations, either in the
international phonetic alphabet (IPA) or the ASCIIfriendly ARPAbet. This process is often associated
with text-to-speech software, such as accessibility
readers or personal assistants, that have to read web
content aloud. The difference between this application and our task is that we must also take the
I. Introduction
additional step of converting the phonemic repreWhile automated translation systems have made
sentation into pinyin rather than acoustic signals.
huge leaps in accuracy in recent years, they still
There have been a number of different approaches
lag behind in translating names that originate from
toward solving these tasks in the past. These include
one language into the writing system of another.
linear classifiers, such as support vector machines
Intuitively, this may be because translating names is
(SVMs); automata-based methods, such as condifundamentally different from translating other parts
tional random fields and weighted finite-state transof speech. Modern machine translation systems transducers; deep learning methods, such as recurrent
late based on word or utterance meanings, but names
neural networks with LSTM modules; and Bayesian
do not have any intrinsic meaning, so they must be
approaches, such as joint-sequence models and Hidtranslated on the pronunciation level. For languages
den Markov models [1].
with consistent pronunciation rules, such as Spanish,
Our task is slightly different from g2p systems
this may not be too much of a problem, but for
languages like English, it is a more difficult task. because, instead of abstracting phonemes into a uniIn this work, we will investigate the possibility of versal phonetic script (e.g. the International Phonetic
translating names written in English into the Chinese Alphabet), we must limit ourselves to valid phonemes
in Chinese. Others have attempted similar versions
pronunciation representation: pinyin.
Translating English names into pinyin presents of this problem, such as Wan and Verspoor, who
an additional challenge; many English names have use a rules-based method with modest success [2].
widely-accepted standard Chinese translations whose Shao et al. use a modified version of the M2M
pronunciations do not necessarily symbolically match aligner to segment the English words [3]. Upadhyay
the English translations on paper, though they may et al. have had good success using attention-based
phonetically still sound similar. Some examples that RNN methods with low resource languages, a simpler
version of which we try to adopt in this work [4].
exhibit this behavior include:
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II. Methodology
We take two general approaches to solving this
problem; we create a search model and a deep learning model. For search, we propose a number of approaches based on empirical English-pinyin transliteration frequencies. For deep learning, we use a
recurrent neural network to find sequential features.
A. Data
We obtained 1510 common English names (both
traditionally male and female) and their Chinese
character equivalents from [5]. We then used the
online translation API GLOSBE to obtain the spaceseparated pinyin for each of the characters [6]. Pinyin
is a system of the pronunciation glosses used in Mandarin Chinese (普通话) that represents its pronunciation. Each pinyin consists of three components—an
initial, a final, and one of five tones. For example,
the pinyin zhuāng has an initial zh, a final uang,
and first tone (the flat line above the a). Each entry
of the dataset we compiled includes the English
name, the Chinese characters of the ground truth
transliteration, the pinyin of these characters, and
the traditional gender of the name. A sample data
entry in the dataset thus might look as follows:
Alice, 爱丽丝, ài lì sī, f
B. Metric
Because we have ground-truth data, to score a
potential transliteration, we can compare it to this
ground-truth. We do so using a modified edit distance metric that we call pinyin edit distance. The
edit distance between two strings is the minimum
number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions that
it takes to transform the first string into the second one. We represent this edit distance with the
function edit_distance(·, ·). However, for our purposes, we modify this metric slightly by penalizing pinyin that have the same vowels with differing tones half as much as we would if they were
completely different characters. We use the function
edit_distancepin (·, ·) to denote this modified edit
distance between its pinyin arguments.
C. Baseline and Oracle
First, we define a baseline and an oracle for this
transliteration task. These give an lower and upper
bound, respectively, on how well we expect to perform.

1) Baseline: Our baseline algorithm provides a
lower bound on our expected performance. It uses the
following rules-based method to transliterate a name.
Given an English string, the string can be segmented
into syllables that are comprised of either a consonant (C), a vowel (V), a consonant followed by vowel
(CV), or a consonant followed by a vowel and another
consonant (CVC). CVC is always preferred over CVC when the character after the second consonant is
another consonant (i.e. CVCV will be parsed as CVCV, while CVCC will be parsed as CVC-C). When
the CV and CVC rules fail to apply, the default value
of the lone character (either C or V) is used.
Next, a standardized transcription look-up table is
used to transform the segmented English names into
Chinese Characters. The table columns contain the
pinyin initials written in a the ARPABET (e.g. K, R,
ZH, SH) and the rows have the pinyin finals written
in the same form (e.g. AA, UW, AEN, IHNG). The
intersection of a row and column contains a common
Chinese character corresponding to the combination
of these sounds (including cases where only a vowel
or a consonant is provided).
For each syllable in the input English string, the
baseline algorithm converts the CV, CVC, C, or V
segment from the original English string into the
corresponding IPA column (initial) and row (final)
that has the lowest edit_distance. For example,
the ‘LI’ in ‘ALICE’ has the lowest edit_distance
to the initial-final combination ‘L‘ and ‘IY‘, yielding
‘LIY’, which is the chosen lookup in the table that ultimately yields ‘利’. The syllable ‘LI‘ is then assigned
the character ‘利’ in the final transliteration.
When we presented our baseline with our entire
dataset, it achieved an average edit distance of approximately 3.56.
2) Oracle: For our oracle, we asked two native
Chinese speakers to independently transliterate a
list of 30 anglicized (e.g. ‘Golrokh’) or English (e.g.
‘Carly’) names to the best of their knowledge. Of
the 30 names, 12 names differed between the two
oracles, and the average distance metric between the
oracles’ answers was only 0.8333. The oracles were
very consistent with one another for the majority
of the names, and the distance metric reflects how
minute the differences were when they arose (often
being merely a tone difference). Names such as ‘Alice’
or ‘Jake’, which have known standard transcriptions,
were all correctly identified by both oracles. This
provides an upper bound for our translation.
To compare the baseline and the oracle, we presented the baseline with the same list of 30 names—
some of them common names and others English
transliterations of names in other languages (See
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VII for a list of names). Of the 30 names as- possibilities for an English name of length n). Even
sessed by the oracles, none of the baseline tran- though this approach grows exponentially with the
scriptions perfectly matched the oracles’ answers. length of the name, names tend to be short enough
The average edit_distancepin between oracles was that this does not pose a significant problem. For
0.8333 indicating a lot of agreement, but the average example, when transliterating the name BEN , we
edit_distancepin between each of the oracles and would consider the segmentations:
the baseline was 3.4417. The disparity between these
{B, EN}, {BE, N}, {B, E, N}, and {BEN}
two distances indicates that there is potential for an
improved algorithm and the development of a better We denote the set of all segmentations as S.
transliteration system from an English name to a
Now, we have to calculate the cost of each segmensegmented pinyin string.
tation, S ∈ S. We can do this by adding together the
We take two approaches to solving this problem. costs of the individual subwords sw ∈ S. This is a bit
First, we formalize it as a search problem by calculat- challenging because the cost function we described
ing a cost for each possible transliteration and trying earlier provides the cost of a pinyin syllable, not of an
to minimize this cost. Next, we treat this problem as English sub-word. Calling the cost function directly
a classification problem, and use a recurrent neural on the English sub-word is an option, but there will
network with an encoder-decoder structure.
be many English sub-words that are not possible
pinyin, and the cost function will have no way of
assigning them a cost. To this end, we ultimately
III. Search Model
At a high level, formalizing transliteration as a decided to assign an English sub-word a pinyin by
search problem involves defining a cost for every iterating through all the pinyin in our dataset and
possible pinyin representation of an English name finding the pinyin that minimizes the product:
and choosing the transliteration with the lowest
cost. There are two basic approaches to this search
problem—one based on the edit distance metric, and
one based on a pinyin-English co-occurrence table.
For both problems, we first determine how to
assign a cost to a transcription. We want to include
frequent pinyin in names, so we create a pinyin cost
function, cost, similar to the one presented in the
reconstruct assignment. We define the cost of a
pinyin syllable to be its surprisal (− log(p), where p is
the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability
of a pinyin syllable in our data set, i.e. the number of
times the pinyin syllable appears divided by the total
number of pinyin syllables in the corpus). Because
the names are short, a unigram cost function is
sufficient and a more fine-grained bi-syllable cost
function is unnecessary.

edit_distance(subword, pinyin) · cost(pinyin)
This means the cost of a segmentation S is the sum of
all the scores of the sub-words, sw. This is the cost we
try to minimize over all possible segmentations. The
key equation for deriving the optimal segmentation
is thus:
∑
argmin
min edit_distance(sw, p) · cost(p)
S∈S

sw∈S

p∈pinyin

To extract the pinyin from the optimal segmentation, we just use the ones that were found when we
were performing the search. Note that the edit distance here is not edit_distancepin . This is because
we are finding the number of insertion, deletions, etc.
between characters in two different writing systems,
not between two pinyin strings.
Here, edit distance is defined similarly to how we
defined it above. Because we are more likely to need
A. Edit Distance Search
to make some additions or deletions rather than
Next, we formulate the search problem. Given a substitutions, we assign lower costs to strings that
single English name, our initial thought was to first start out more similar to one another by subtracting
break it up into syllables and then find the pinyin the total number of characters the two strings have
that most closely matches each syllable. Unfortu- in common from their final edit distance.
nately, this turns out to not be ideal in many cases.
That said, it is not ideal to use the edit distance
In our dataset, there are numerous examples of single between these two languages. A simple reason why
syllables being mapped to multiple pinyin (the ‘br’ not might be as simple as looking at how the ‘Ju’
in ‘Bruce’ maps to bù lǔ), as well as, though much in ‘Julia’ is transliterated as zhū. The edit distance
rarer, multiple syllables being mapped to a single here is two characters, one for the substitution of the
pinyin (‘riel’ in ‘Ariel’ maps to liè). To take into ‘z’ for the ‘j’ and the other for the insertion of the ‘h’.
account this variation, we start by considering all This is despite the fact that zh and ‘j’ sound almost
possible segmentations of the given name (2n total identical in Chinese and English (respectively). In the
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next section, we describe an approach we use to try
to mitigate these phonemic discrepancies.
B. Improved Edit Distance with Phoneme Considerations
As previously mentioned, the written edit distance does not perfectly capture the phonetic differences and similarities between the two languages.
To address this issue, we implement a pre-processing
function to adjust the English name strings before
passing them to the dynamic programming search
algorithm. This function uses preset rules to perform phoneme conversions on the English strings
to convert common convention-equivalent phonemes
to the appropriate Chinese pinyin characters. For
example, one rule encodes converting all instances
of ‘ia’ in the English string to ‘iya’ in the phonemeadjusted English string. Other rules include replacing
double-letters with single instances (e.g. ‘tt’ to ‘t’,
‘ll’ to ‘l’), replacing ‘r’ with ‘l’, replacing ‘ph’ with
‘f’, replacing ‘th’ with ‘x’, and replacing ‘v’ with
‘w’. This helped significantly decrease the average
edit_distancepin , as seen in Table II. The predicted
pinyin transliterations had an average edit distance
of 3.4538, and an average edit distance of 3.4718 for
just the names that differed from the targets. 4.50%
of the predicted pinyin matched the target exactly.
C. Improved Edit Distance with Syllable Number
Heuristic

We approached the implementation of the syllable
length heuristic in two ways: a model-based technique and a rules-based technique.
1) Model-Based Syllable Heuristic: For the modelbased heuristic, we built a linear regression model
with two independent variables: the length of the
phoneme-adjusted English string, and the number of
consonants in the phoneme-adjusted English string.
The model outputs the predicted number of syllables
in the target pinyin for that English name. The model
achieved a mean squared error of 0.6987 for predicting the target number of syllables. When using the
cost function as defined above in the search model
with the model-based syllable heuristic, the predicted
pinyin transliterations had an average edit distance
of 3.3212, and an average edit distance of 3.4754 for
just the names that differed from the targets. 4.44%
of the predicted pinyin matched the target exactly.
2) Rules-Based Syllable Heuristic: For the rulesbased heuristic, we used a similar syllable segmentation algorithm based on consonant (C) and vowel (V)
patterns to the one used in the baseline algorithm.
The possible syllable patterns are C, V, CV, VC,
CVV, and CVC. See pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
Because the minimum number of syllables is 2 for
Chinese names, we also impose this restriction on the
heuristic. The mean squared error of the predictions
provided by the rules-based heuristic was 1.0523.
When using the same cost function in the search
model, the predicted pinyin transliterations had an
average edit distance of 3.2609, and an average edit
distance of 3.4147 for just the names that differed
from the targets. 4.50% of the predicted pinyin
matched the target exactly.
Despite the higher mean squared error, the rulesbased syllable heuristic was more successful than
the model-based heuristic overall, likely because the
model-based heuristic overfitted on the small provided dataset. It also did much better on transliterating names with no standard translation, such as
translating ‘Golrokh’ into guǒ luò kè. We proceeded
to use the rules-based syllable heuristic for the edit
distance-based search problem.

One category of error we noticed in our transliterations was the selection of lowest-cost names that had
too few or too many syllables, even though there were
names that were much closer to the correct length
and had only a slightly higher total cost. We saw
this as a flaw in the calculation of the total cost of
a full pinyin transliteration. Thus, to improve the
cost metric, we introduced another heuristic to factor
into the search algorithm: an estimate of the number of syllables. This metric produces an estimated
correct number of syllables for the target pinyin
transliteration as a function of the phoneme-adjusted
English string input. We then modified the equation
D. Improved Edit Distance Metric with Error Type
for deriving the optimal segmentation to include
Considerations
the difference between the heuristic syll_heuristic
The final improvement we added for the edit
and the actual number of syllables in the proposed
distance-based
search problem involved weighting
pinyin transliteration num_syll (which is the same
different
kinds
of
character differences between the
as the number of subwords in the segmentation):
predicted and target pinyin. The simple edit distance
(∑
argmin
min edit_distance(sw, p) · cost(p) metric we used did not take into account the types of
p∈pinyin
S∈S
characters being substituted, deleted, or added; for
sw∈S
example, having an ‘a’ in place of a ‘t’ was weighted
)
+10(syll_heuristic(S) − num_syll(S))
the same as having an ‘a’ in place of an ‘e’. We
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for each letter in phoneme-adjusted English do
if C then
if next letter is C and CC is not valid
two-consonant syllable (‘th’, ‘sh’, ‘ch’,
‘zh’, ‘kh’) then
use C ;
num_syllables += 1 ;
else if next letter is C then
if following letter is V and next
following letter is V then
Use CVV ;
num_syllables += 1 ;
if following letter is V andnext
following letter is C and not ‘n’ then
use CV ;
num_syllables += 1 ;
else
use VC ;
num_syllables += 1 ;
end
if V then
if last character then
use V ;
num_syllables += 1 ;
else
use VC ;
num_syllables += 1 ;
end
increment to next unprocessed letter ;
end
return max(2, num_syllables) ;
Algorithm 1: Rules-Based Heuristic

noticed that names generally were less accurate when
the target string and predicted string differed in the
character type—in other words, when a vowel was
in the place of a consonant, or when a consonant
was in the place of a vowel. Thus, we modified
our edit distance metric to incorporate this unequal
weight, assigning a higher cost (2) to errors of this
type than the cost for same-type errors (1). With
this additional weighted edit distance metric, the
accuracy of segmentations improved substantially.
The predicted pinyin transliterations had an average
edit distance of 3.2026, and an average edit distance
of 3.3747 for just the names that differed from the
targets. 5.1% of the predicted pinyin matched the
target exactly.
E. Co-occurrence Table
In the above search formulations, we have used
edit distance to decide which pinyin are more likely
to be matched with which English sub-words. This

zhū

lì

yà

...

J
U
L
I
A
JU
UL
LI
IA
...

1
1
1
...
1
1
1
...
1
2
2
...
1
2
2
...
1
2
2
...
1
1
1
...
1
1
1
...
1
2
2
...
1
2
2
...
...
...
...
...
TABLE I
Example section of a co-occurrence table focusing on
unigrams and bigrams for the names ‘Julia’ and ‘Lia’

works well, especially after we adjust for some of
the common sound substitutions that occur during
transliteration. An alternative approach is to use the
data we have to do more than just define a global
cost function. We can define a more fine-grained cost
function based on what pinyin tend to be in translations of names with certain combinations of letters.
To do this, we construct a table whose columns are
the pinyin in the dataset and whose rows are n-grams
from the names. For instance, given the names ‘Julia’
and ‘Lia’, and looking at just unigrams and bigrams,
we arrive a the example in Table I above.
We construct this co-occurrence table for all of the
names including all of the names in our dataset. As in
the other search formulations, when given a name, we
iterate over all possible segmentations of the name.
For each sub-word in a segmentation, we find all
of its n-grams (where n ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and for each ngram, we take the top k pinyin that it co-occurs with.
We use unigrams through trigrams because because
most English syllables are at most three letters and
because using larger n might lead to overfitting. We
found empirically that k = 2 tended to lead to
the best results, capturing the most common pinyin
without including too much background noise.
Next, with our list of tuples consisting of the ngrams and associated top k pinyin with their counts,
we computed a score for each pinyin. First, we
normalized the counts by the number of times the
pinyin appeared in the dataset (akin to the cost
function). This was so that common pinyin did not
dominate in transliterations of English names where
an uncommon pinyin just happened to co-occur with
a more common one. Additionally, because there are
only 26 English unigrams compared to 676 possible
bigrams and 17,576 possible trigrams, we expected
unigram co-occurrence counts to consist principally
of the most common pinyin. This turned out to be
the case in general—unigrams, particularly vowels
and uncommon consonants, tended to just reflect
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background noise. Bigrams and trigrams give a little
more fine grained control, so we up-weighted the
counts of them by a factor of 26 (because bigrams are
approximately 26 more times less likely to occur than
a particular unigram). For consistency, we should
have up-weighted trigrams by another factor of 26,
but because of the size of our dataset, doing so gave
trigrams too much weight in deciding the resulting
pinyin. Finally, to further reduce the influence of
background noise, we made one more adjustment
to the pinyin counts to consider the actual sounds
it contains. We counted up how many times each
individual initial or final appeared in the pinyin and
increased the counts of the common ones. For example, if the candidate pinyin were běn, bā, and sī,
the běn, bā would both have their counts increased
because they share the common initial b while sī
would not. This count is then the final score for the
pinyin, and the pinyin with the highest score is the
predicted pinyin for that sub-word.
To summarize, obtaining the pinyin and score for
a sub-word consists of:

where hyphens could appear in the names,
the number of syllables, if the name is in the
CMU phonetic dictionary, and the number of
consonant clusters [7], [8].
3) For certain transliterations, some pinyin depend on sounds that are outside their segmentation, or in other words, some English sounds are
represented in multiple pinyin. For example,
in ‘Julia’, the ‘i’ influences both the pinyin lì
and yà, but no segmentation would capture
this—they would either be {li, a } or {l,
ia }. To address this issue, when double vowels or consonants arise in names, we consider
segmentations with the the letters completely
separated, and with both on each side, and
one on the other. For example, with ‘Julia’, we
consider { li, a }, { li, ia }, and {lia, a }.
F. Results

For each of these trials, we found the predicted
translations of all 1510 names in our dataset. In table
II we summarize the results from these trials. We
1) Finding all n-grams of the sub-word
2) Getting candidate pinyin by looking at the present the average edit_distancepin , as well as
most common co-occurring pinyin from co- the percentage of names that were predicted exactly
correctly. There are two ways to calculate the average
occurrence table
edit_distancepin . The first is to compute it over all
3) For each pinyin:
the names. However, this deflates the metric a little
a) Normalize by frequency of pinyin
bit, because it also takes into account names that we
b) Normalize by length of the n-grams
predicted correctly (which have an edit distance of 0).
c) adjust score based on common characters Instead, we compute the average edit_distance
pin
with other candidate pinyin
over all names we classify incorrectly, as well as the
We then sum up the score of each sub-word to percentage of names we do classify correctly. That
arrive at a score for the segmentation. The segmen- gives us a sense of how accurate our predictions are
tation with the highest score is the result, and the and how wrong they are when they are incorrect.
pinyin associated with the scores of the sub-words in
Unfortunately, our original search formulation,
that segmentation are the pinyin that are returned. which takes into account the edit distance between
We take a few additional steps to ensure that the English subwords and the pinyin, does much
correct segmentation is found.
worse than our baseline. We take a closer look at
1) English names that start or end with vowels some example names to try to understand why:
often have different pinyin to account for those
vowels than names that have the same vowels
Benjamin −→ běn jiā mǐn
in the middle. For example, the transliteration
This is in comparison to the ground truth translitof the name ‘Aaron’ starts with ā, but the name
eration:
‘Baron’ starts with bā. To account for this,
we introduce a start and end token to names
Benjamin −→ běn jié míng
that start or end with a vowel, respectively.
Bigrams with these tokens co-occur with parHere, we can see that the name ‘Benjamin’ gives
ticular pinyin in the dataset and these pinyin the pinyin běn, jiā, and mǐn, which is actually
are potentially more representative candidates. relatively close to the actual transliteration.
2) To prevent long segmentations from accumulatHowever, running this algorithm with the name
ing score that are too large, we use a heuris- ‘Julia’ gives the following result:
tic to limit the maximum length of the segJulia −→ bù lián
mentation. The heuristic involves calculating
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Approach

Avg edit_distancepin

% correct

name. Then, to train the decoder, we calculate an
embedding for each character and use the hidden
state we calculate in the encoder stage. We run the
embedding through another GRU layer and then put
the output through a linear layer to act as a classifier
for what the next character of the pinyin translation
should be (See figure 1). Our input layer is the size of
the number of English characters we have; the output
layer is of the number of pinyin characters we have;
and the hidden layers are of size 20 for the character
decoding and 28 for the syllable decoding. The reason
we use such a small embedding size and have single
layer networks is because we do not have a lot of
Approach
Benjamin
Julia
data.
Baseline
bān jià míng
zhū lì ā
Because this is a learning task, we need a loss
ED
běn jiā mǐn
bù lián
function to calculate our error and backpropagate
ED + Phoneme
běn jiā mǐn
zhū lì yà
it through the network to update the network paED + SC
běn jiā mǐn
zhū lì yà
rameters. We decided to use the cross-entropy loss
ED + SH
běn jiā mǐn
zhū lì yà
Co-ocurrence
bān jié míng
zhū lì yà
function for this task. This is because it allows us to
TABLE III
have a probability calculated for each next possible
Example translations for Benjamin and Julia using
pinyin character, and we want to change the weights
various search methods
in the network such that the probability for a given
pinyin character is higher for the correct one. We
propagate the loss back through the network using
As compared to the ground truth transliteration: stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of
0.01.
Julia −→ zhū lì yà
A potential problem with this method is that, beThe pinyin bù, lián is incorrect both in the numcause it is operating on characters rather than entire
ber of syllables (there should be three) and in the
pinyin syllables, it could output character sequences
sounds that they make (bu and ju are not very
that do not correspond to valid pinyin. To deal with
related). Part of the problem likely relates to the fact
this problem, we also create a model where, instead of
that there is no pinyin sequence ju of any kind in our
finding embeddings for characters, we embed entire
dataset.
syllables. Practically, this is not a huge change. The
For the translations of these names from all the
inputs for our network are still the same. The output
search techniques we used, see table III.
dimension is now the number of pinyin syllables we
have, and the inputs to the decoder during training
IV. Deep Learning
are full pinyin rather than individual characters.
A. Seq2Seq
Next, we take a deep learning approach to solve
the problem of transliterating English names into B. Search + Deep Learning
Chinese. As deep learning itself is not really the
focus of the class, we treat this approach similarly
The final approach we try is augmenting our search
to a classification problem. Because we are training results with deep learning. The idea here is that
a model and then evaluating it, we split the dataset search gets us pretty far along, so we should learn the
of 1510 names into a training set of 1410 names and corrections that would turn our search predictions
a test set of 100 names. We use a modified version of into the true pinyin. To do this, we perform the same
the machine translation tutorial code available on the character encoding and syllable encoding tasks as
Pytorch website. Here, we use an encoder-decoder described above. However, we change the structure of
model. First, we calculate an embedding of each the prediction task so that the input to the encoder
character in the name and then use a gated recurrent is the output pinyin of the search model for each
unit (GRU) layer to learn sequential relationships name, and the target output is still the true pinyin.
between characters and produce a final encoding. We try this approach with both character-wise and
The GRU output consists of a character encoding syllable-wise prediction, but it did not show better
and a hidden state representing the “context” of the performance, as we will discuss.
Baseline
ED
ED + Phoneme
ED + SC
ED + SH
Co-occurrence

3.65
4.70
4.36
1.40
3.45
4.50
3.47
4.44
3.41
4.50
3.55
8.30
TABLE II
The results from the search-based approaches with
avg edit distance for names that differed from ground
truth pinyin. ED is edit distance. SC incorporates the
model-based cost for straying far from the syllable
length heuristic results. SH uses the rules-based
syllable length heuristic.
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C. Results

Approach
Baseline
DL Char
DL Syll
Search + DL Char
Search + DL Syll

Avg edit_distancepin

% correct

3.65
4.7
4.06
3
4.08
7
4.59
0
5.37
0
TABLE IV
Summary of Results for Deep Learning Approaches.
Char and Syll stand for character-wise and
syllable-wise prediction, respectively.

The results of the deep learning trials were somewhat disappointing. Because this is basically a classification problem, we could not run our final trained
model on our entire dataset, so we used the 100
names in our evaluation set. It took approximately
8 minutes to train both networks. We present the
same statistics as in the search section: average
edit_distancepin of the incorrect translations as
well as the percentage of correctly translated names
in table IV.
which produced two spaces between the last two
We were curious at why these deep learning methpinyin syllables.
ods did so poorly compared to the search ones—they
were not even able to outperform the baseline. We
Claudia −→ kè lì kè
investigated some of the translations for the names
Many of these problems were solved in the deep
we focused on in the search section:
learning with syllable embeddings approach. Because
we were not generating characters one at a time, all
Benjamin −→ pěn méi ěr
outputs had to be valid pinyin. Because of this, we
Julia −→ jié ěr u
did not have any problems with spaces either. Here
We can see that the results here are worse than are some of the results:
the results we found in the search. For ‘Benjamin’,
Benjamin −→ běn jié
while /p/ and /b/ do share some similarities, the /j/
Julia −→ zhū lì yà
sound is completely absent, and there is a seemingly
Claudia −→ kè kè lǐ sī
random ěr sound as well. For ‘Julia’, while we do
have the correct number of syllables, in this case,
While some of these names look like they were transarguably, the sounds we have are much worse as well.
lated well, particularly ‘Julia’, it is possible that the
The kinds of mistakes the network made in this
network was overfitting and that they appeared in
case were different from the kinds of mistakes that
the training set. Additionally, the name ‘Claudia’ is
the search problem made. Because we had embednot well-transliterated, and these doubled syllables
dings for individual characters in the deep learning
like kè kè show up somewhat frequently in mistranscase, it was possible that some of the pinyin that were
lations.
generated were not actually valid pinyin at all. We
observed this result for many names, including the
V. Discussion
transliteration of ‘Julia’ above. The pinyin u does
not exist and would have be preceded by a w for the
The results we obtained show an interesting patpinyin to be valid. Below are a few other names we tern that is contrary to much of the NLP literature
found this problem with:
of the day.
Translating English names (or name written in
Henry −→ hǎn nn
Latin characters roughly following English phonetic
James −→ jiéll s nn
rules) into Chinese is a difficult task. Though we
were able to outperform our baseline using search
Another interesting mistake that this network techniques, we did not come close to the performance
makes is the use of spaces. In the character encoding of our oracles. On average, our best performing algonetwork, the input pinyin that are being fed in are rithm still required more than 3 insertions, deletions
space separated, so the network also has the neces- and/or substitutions to arrive at the correct name.
sary data to learn the correct syllable separations. We now investigate why this is the case.
In general, this works well, as even when the pinyin
themselves are incorrect, they are not separated
by unnecessary spaces. Additionally, the generated A. Task Difficulties
There are many difficulties involved with performspaces usually do not separate portions of pinyin that
would be pinyin if there was not a space between ing this transliteration. First of all, there are some
them. Of course, there are some counterexamples to English letters that can be transliterated by multiple
these trends as well, such as the output for ‘Claudia’, pinyin. For instance, the ‘j’ in ‘Julia’ corresponds
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to zh, but in ‘Benjamin’ it corresponds to j. Analogously, a single pinyin can corespond to multiple
English letters. x is the transliteration for both the
‘c’ and ‘th’ in ‘Cynthia’. Not only that, but while
some pinyin characters closely correspond to English
ones (such as ‘p’ and p), many others do not (like
‘j’ and zh). This is likely the most significant reason the original edit distance search performed so
poorly. It encoded the flawed assumption that names
in English and pinyin that look the same sound
the same as well. The changes that were made to
the edit distance search to replace common English
characters associated with lexicographically different
but phonetically similar pinyin helped to improve the
performance of search, as did considering consonants
that were in the same sound families as more likely
candidates. The co-occurrence table search took a
different approach—instead of hard-coding common
English-to-pinyin substitutions, it tried to derive
them from the data. This would probably have been
more successful if there had been more data (see
below: V-B).
Finding the best way to segment English names to
assign pinyin to each segment was also a formidable
challenge. Ideally, each pinyin is associated with an
English syllable, but as described earlier, this is not
the case. There are many instances of consonants in
consonant clusters being assigned their own pinyin
(such as the ‘br’ in ‘Bruce’, transliterated as bù lǔ),
as well as single letters like ‘x’ sometimes being associated with the two pinyin ke and si, or the ‘i’ in ‘Julia’
factoring into the transliterations lì and the yà. If we
can determine the number of pinyin a transliteration
ought to have, we can more easily assign pinyin to
match segmentations of those lengths while pruning
out all the ones that are too short or long. This is the
motivation for including syllable-counting heuristics
into the search algorithms, and they do help these
algorithms avoid segmentations with drastically different numbers of pinyin than are correct. For the
co-occurrence table search, where we are trying to
maximize the score, there is a pressure to increase the
size of the segmentation. Each additional sub-word
corresponds to a pinyin that contributes to the total
score of the segmentation. Adding in a constraint or
penalty to avoid exceeding the maximum expected
number of syllables helps keep the translations from
being too long.
The deep learning, encoder-decoder models took
an even more relaxed approach and did not start with
any initial assumptions about the segmentation of
the names. They just attempted to find structure,
wherever it might be. Unfortunately, the lack of a
large dataset made this difficult to accomplish.

B. Data Difficulties
A major difficulty with this task is the relative
lack of data. Even though English and Chinese are
both high-resource languages, the number of common names with standard translations is necessarily
small. There are approximately 1200 possible pinyin
combinations, including tones, so our dataset of 1510
names could not possibly reliably determine what the
English equivalents are in every case (even when taking into account that each name consists of multiple
pinyin). This means that the syllable cost function
we used in the search problems might have placed
too hard a penalty on somewhat common pinyin that
just did not have a strong presence in our dataset.
Additionally, this means that normalizing by the
frequency of the pinyin in the dataset, like we did
in the co-occurrence table search, may have actually
increased the probability of rare pinyin more than
necessary (See figure 3).
The limited size of our dataset also might provide
some insight on the differences between the various
search results, particularly the discrepancy between
the edit distance with phoneme-adjustment and the
co-occurrence table methods. The edit distance based
search with phoneme-adjustment achieved a better
average edit_distancepin for incorrect translations
than the co-occurrence table, but the co-occurrence
table actually translated more of the names correctly.
This may be an artifact of some kind of overfitting. As mentioned in the methodology section, the
number of possible English bigrams and trigrams is
more than the number of pinyin in our dataset, so
it is possible that the few instances of uncommon
bigrams are making the translation of words with
these bigrams too easy while not generalizing well
enough to the rest of the names.
The biggest place where this lack of data poses a
problem, however, is in the deep learning approaches.
We do not really have enough data to generalize
translation patterns, so the models are either going to
overfit or produce meaningless results. It is a little difficult to investigate overfitting in this case. Normally,
we would just compare our training error to our
evaluation error, but in this case we are training and
evaluating on two different (hopefully related) metrics. We are training with the differentiable softmax
function and evaluating with our edit_distancepin .
That said, we can calculate what our loss would be.
For the seq2seq model with syllables, our final loss on
our training set is approximately 1.3, but the average
loss on our evaluation set is 10.5. Similarly, for the
character based model, the final training loss is about
1.5, but the average loss on the evaluation set is
19.2 (See figure 2. This means that we are definitely
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overfitting, which is corroborated by the almost perfect reproduction of the name ‘Julia’ while other
names like ‘Claudia’ seem to be translated poorly.
This overfitting is likely why the search methods
were superior to the deep learning ones - they took
advantage of the structure that we explicitly encoded
in the problem—structure that would be found by
the recurrent neural net if there was more data.
Even though there are not many more names we
could use to train, there are other English loanwords in Chinese, which are words from non-Chinese
languages that are transliterated and adopted into
Chinese vocabulary. Examples include yoga (yú jiā),
bikini (bǐ jī ní) and copy (kǎo bèi). These could
provide some more training data, but they tend to
use different sets of characters that have different
meanings than characters used for names. This might
skew the transliterations a little, but may be a
partially viable solution.
C. Metric Difficulties
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given phonemes, where one is in Chinese and one is
in English. We can incorporate this metric into our
edit distance calculation so that the edit distance
between z and ‘c’ may be considered smaller than
that between z and ‘p’, for instance. This would likely
improve the cost function for conversion of English
syllables to Chinese.
Second, we also hope to implement a phoneme
alignment algorithm, in the spirit of that in Fung et
al. [10], whereby the English and proposed Chinese
names are broken up into respective phonemes that
align, or correspond to one another with respect to
the transliteration. For example, the transliteration
Julia → zhū lì yà would have the alignment:
J
Zh

u
ū

l
l

i
ì

a
yà

Once this alignment is implemented, we can then
use it in tandem with the phoneme family clusters
to calculate a more accurate edit distance between
English and Chinese representations. We can also
use the segmentations of the alignments to better
determine segmentations for which to calculate cooccurrences in the n-grams-based approach.
Third, we hope to take some inspiration from the
bootstrapping for low-resource languages technique
[4] to be able to perform transliteration. Despite
neither English nor Chinese being a low-resource
language, common names as a sub-category are relatively limited in number, and we could benefit from
applying the techniques they discuss in their work.

It is also possible that the metric we were scoring
with, the edit_distancepin , was not fine-grained
enough to capture our progress. In other words, there
may have been positive things that our approaches
were succeeding at that we missed. One potential
issue is that this edit distance formulation does not
take into account how similar two characters sound.
For instance, it would penalize a b substituted for a
p the same as a f substituted for a p even though
b and p sound more similar (and would therefore
be “more correct”) than f and p. Another factor
VII. Conclusion
that the metric does not control for is name length.
In this project, we investigated the challenge of
This might not be a significant problem, as names finding Chinese transliterations of English names.
are generally around the same number of characters, While we were able to perform better than our
but it would still be interesting to see what the per- baseline, which involved a dictionary look-up with
character edit distance would be.
some segmentation rules, we were not able to achieve
human-level performance. We approached this task
VI. Future Work
with both search and deep-learning based methods
With regard to the search problem, we hope to take and found that, likely due to our limited dataset,
into account more features in the edit distance and search performed better. Transliteration of names is
unigram cost functions. First, we hope to construct a difficult problem, and one that is not frequently
family clusters of phonemes that sound similar and studied as much as other NLP tasks. We hope this
correspond between English and Chinese (either by work provides a good starting point for future work
hand, as in Htun et al. [9] and Fung et al. [10], in this area.
or via another learning or clustering technique, as
in Li et al. [11]). For example, {zh, z, j} may be
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Appendix
List of names presented to baseline and oracle:
Golrokh, Anastasia, Benjamin, Krystal, Alice, Gre-

